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I

HISTORY, PRELIMINARY PLAN, AND
POLICIES OF THE PRESS

In the summer of 1922, ten members of the faculty of the Uni-

versity, after much deliberation, came to the decision that the time

had arrived when the University should make more effective the

publication of its scientific, historical, and literary works by is-

suing them under the imprint of its own Press. Members of the

faculty had made notable contributions to knowledge in the vari-

ous fields of learning, contributions which were issued by other

university presses or commercial publishers. Valuable works in

science, sociology, philosophy, and religion were available for pub-

lication. These ten faculty members saw the opportunity for the

formation of an organization which might accomplish the following

ends

:

1. By coordinating the business management, greatly increase

the efficiency and minimize the cost of the considerable volume of

publishing already done by the University.

2. Make possible the publication of valuable works which would

not be of interest to commercial publishers.

3. Secure uniformity where desirable, and dignity and attrac-

tiveness in style and format of catalogues, journals, and books.

4. Secure accuracy and correctness in typography.

5. Train a personnel which could give expert service in securing

good style, format, and accuracy, and make the publications of the

University objects of just pride to the University and the State.

6. Encourage creative and research work in the arts and sci-

ences here at the University and in the South by publishing such

works by members of the faculty or others which are deemed

worthy.

7. Use to their fullest extent the expert critical abilities of the

University faculty.

Several of the ten faculty members were already somewhat

familiar with the work of publishing and were able to formulate a

plan for organization which has proved workable over the period

of three years that the Press has now existed. This plan is a clear
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statement of the situation, the opportunity, the lines along which

the Press has been organized, and the work which it hopes to do.

This plan, with the articles of incorporation, is, in full, as follows

:

PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR ORGANIZATION 1

The Situation and the Opportunity

1. In recent years the University has become, without a special

consciousness of the fact, a great publishing organization. The

circumstance that the institution owns no printing equipment and

that its press work is done by several different companies, away

from Chapel Hill, has no significance, for many of the largest

American publishers do not attempt to do their own printing, em-

ploying for such work organizations that make printing their busi-

ness as distinct from publishing. Like them, the University

publishes books, monographs of every description, catalogues, peri-

odicals. Unlike them, however, the method of the University is

casual and haphazard, without a business organization. The funda-

mental need, therefore, is to bring into clear-cut organization the

publishing activity of an institution which is outstanding among

American universities for what it has done despite handicaps.

2. Some idea of the present activities of the University as a

publisher may be gained from the fact that during the year 1921-22

the University spent $6,263.74 on four periodicals : The High School

Journal, Studies in Philology, The Journal of the EUsha Mitchell

Scientific Society, and The North Carolina Law Review; and dur-

ing the current year the University will spend approximately nine

thousand dollars on five periodicals.

3. A further illustration of the advantage to be gained through

the establishment of a University Press is in the fact that the time

has now come when the University should undertake the publica-

tion of bound books. The Graham Memorial Volume should have

had the imprint of our own Press, not that of a commercial pub-

lisher. The McNair and Weil lectures should be issued by the

University in order that the full credit for lectures given on these

foundations shall accrue to the University, instead of being lost in

the mass of general books or credited to the Press of some other

1 This plan was adopted, practically as given here, by the Board of Governors in the
summer of 1922, and has served to a considerable extent in guiding the organization and
work of the Press.
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institution. For example, the lectures delivered last year by Pro-

fessor Hollander have just been issued by the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Press
;
except for a prefatory note no one would know that

these lectures were prepared for this University and should be

regarded as one of our contributions to current thought. At the

present moment one of the largest publishers in the country is

seeking permission to publish a collection of the folk plays written

by students of this University and produced on our community

stage. These plays mark the beginning of a new movement full of

promise for our literature
;
they belong to the State and to the Uni-

versity; they should be published here, but they cannot be pub-

lished here unless we have our own organization for publishing and

distributing. Finally, several important pieces of research are now
being carried on by scholars who are members of our faculty. Pub-

lishers like the Harvard and Yale University Presses or the Oxford

University Press are willing to take these books. It would be an

immense advantage to the prestige of our University were we able

to produce these books here.

4. Besides the coordination of all existing publications and

their more effective management and distribution, and besides the

advantage to be gained by holding, as products of our own Press,

the contributions to knowledge made by our own scholars, there are

other fields not yet touched, which lie open to us. One of these is

the establishment of a new review, preferably a fortnightly of the

format of The Nation or The New Republic, devoted to Southern

interests and also interpreting national and international interests

as seen through the eyes of a section now experiencing a veritable

renaissance. Such a review should not be limited to books and art,

or to politics ; it should not be made up of long and academic essays.

It should appeal to business and professional men, to laymen rather

than to professional scholars, and it should seek to gain wide influ-

ence on the thought of the entire South Atlantic section. It need

not be edited exclusively at Chapel Hill; associate editors from

other institutions and from business and professional life repre-

sentative of the entire South should cooperate; but it should be

published by our Press, and its active editors should be University

of North Carolina men.
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5. These paragraphs do not pretend to include all possible ex-

amples of the possibilities open to a well-organized University

Press. Our unique advantage is in our geographical situation as

an intellectual center in a region ripe for expansion in things of

the mind. People are buying serious books as never before. Part

of the function of a great University in a region that is now passing

with unimaginable rapidity from poverty to immense wealth is to

see that intellectual and spiritual interests do not suffer from the

pressure of material things. A University Press would be a sturdy

force in making our progress a well-rounded progress, not a matter

only of bank and trade balances.

Organization

1. The University Press should be incorporated as a business

organization for the manufacture and sale of books and periodicals.

No capital stock is to be provided, since the profits of the organi-

zation, if any, are to go to the University, which in turn assumes

the same responsibility for its maintenance as for any other depart-

ment or school. Copyrights shall be the property of
'

' The Univer-

sity of North Carolina Press."

2. The administration of the University Press shall be vested

in a special organization, to be called the Board of Governors. The

Board of Governors shall consist2 of a Director, who shall be the

chairman of the Board, a Business Manager, and eight Associates

of the University Press. Of the Associates, five are to be members

of the University Faculty and three members of the Board of Trus-

tees, or of the alumni. The ten members of the Board of Gov-

ernors shall be appointed by the Trustees on the nomination of the

President of the University.

3. No publication bearing the University of North Carolina

Press imprint shall be issued without the authority of the Board of

Governors. But projects involving the use of the funds of the Uni-

versity, such as the publication of books, of new periodicals, etc.,

shall be subject to the same restrictions as in the case of other

departments and schools of the University.

2 This plan has not been followed exactly. When the Press was incorporated, the
Board of Governors had a total membership of thirteen; one of these was the Director,
another was the Secretary. There was no Business Manager. Ten members of the
Board were members of the faculty; three were trustees and alumni.
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Financial Organization

1. The University Press is to be one of the component parts of

the University, organized not for profit but for the furthering of

research and the diffusion of knowledge. It has, therefore, the

same claim upon University funds as any other department or

school. Like other departments, its income is derived from three

sources: University appropriations; income from sales of books

and periodicals (corresponding to receipts and tuition) ; and in-

come from invested funds (endowments).

2. University appropriations, for the present, may be limited

to the following activities: (a) an appropriation for maintenance,

including advertising, overhead expense, etc.; (b) appropriations

for the support of the learned journals to be taken over by the

Press, such as the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society,

the James Sprunt Historical Publications, Studies in Philology;

(c) appropriations for the support of other periodical publications

(The High School Journal, the Carolina Chemist, the publications

of the Extension Division of the University, the University Record,

etc.)
;
(d) special appropriations for the publication of such books

as may be authorized by the Board of Governors.

3. Appropriations under the first three classes enumerated

above will not necessarily total an amount much in advance of

what the University now expends for its serial publications; the

economy made possible through bringing all the publishing activi-

ties of the University under the control of a single governing board

will be considerable, to say nothing of the increase in efficiency.

4. Appropriations of the fourth class, for books and other spe-

cial publications will be, in the main, advances of funds necessary

to pay for printing and binding. It will be highly desirable to

print certain books, results of research by members of the Univer-

sity, on which the returns from sales will not equal the cost. To

publish books of this character, the product of learning and re-

search rather than books designed for wide popular sale, is the

chief justification for a University Press. In the long run, the

University will gain great credit from books which a commercial

publisher could not afford to undertake, because these books stand

for the achievement of the University in the discharge of one of

the most important of its functions, original contributions to the
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sum of human knowledge. But besides these publications of spe-

cialized scholarship, there will be other books which may be

expected to return a profit. Such profits will help to pay for the

expense of publication of books that cost more than they bring in,

and the total expenditure for book publication is to be still further

equalized by grants from the endowment funds of the Press or by

special funds secured in some other manner. The Oxford Uni-

versity Press in England and the Yale University Press in this

country may be studied as illustrations of the way in which a great

publishing business may be built up by a careful balancing of books

of pure scholarship and books of wider popular appeal.

5. Income from sales of books and periodicals, on a list of con-

siderable size, should be an important source of strength. Already

with no effective or unified methods of gaining publicity, the sales

of publications of the Extension Division and of such periodicals

as Studies in Philology have reached respectable proportions.

These sales are capable of indefinite increase through more effective

publicity and through the cumulative effect of combining the pres-

ent publication activities of the University and extending the list.

6. Endowment is a necessary adjunct to a University Press.

The results of research at the University must be published some-

where ; it is a great advantage to the University to have these pub-

lications appear under the imprint of its own Press. Through

grants made from the income of the endowment funds, books of

great scholarly value may be added to the publications of the Press.

Endowment funds may be solicited for special purposes, such as

the support of one of the learned journals of the University, or for

a series of research studies for a department, or for a general series

of University monographs.

7. By centralization of all publications of the University an

accurate audit will be possible, a greater economy of operation, a

more business-like administration of grants and endowments, and

a greater financial return from the sale of publications.

Publications

The publications of the University Press may be grouped under

the following classes

:

1. Official publications of the University, such as the Cata-
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logues, both general and special; the President's Report; and such

other issues of the University Record as give information about the

Colleges and Schools and the other activities of the University.

2. The journals of research published by the University; The

James Sprunt Historical Publications, The Elisha Mitchell Journal,

Studies in Philology, etc. Other periodical series of monographs,

to be established as the graduate work of the University expands,

may be included here.

3. The journals covering special fields, such as the News Letter,

The High School Journal, the publications of the Extension Divis-

ion, etc. Here also would come new periodicals, such as a review.

4. Books consisting of lectures delivered on one of the special

foundations; at present, the McNair series and the Weil series.

For the publication of these two series of lectures a portion of the

income is available, perhaps sufficient to pay the total expense

when allowance is made for sales of the books.

5. Books embodying the researches made by members of the

University staff. A special claim for endowment may be made for

publications coming under this head.

6. Worthwhile books of wider popular appeal, whether the

product of members of the University or representative of the

activities of the entire University group. An example would be

the publication of a series of plays written in English 31 and pro-

duced by the Carolina Playmakers.

7. With greater expansion, we may hope to publish books writ-

ten by others than members of the University, representative of

Southern literature and scholarship. Thus the Press would become

a means for stimulating literature and scholarship in the South.

All manuscripts offered for publication by the University Press

shall be presented to the Board of Governors. Before acceptance,

each manuscript shall be read and approved by a special commit-

tee consisting of experts in the field covered by the book. On a

favorable report by this special committee the manuscript will come

once more before the Board of Governors for approval or rejection.

Funds for publication, unless provided for by endowment, by spe-

cial donation, or by the general funds appropriated to the uses of

the Press, must be approved by the President of the University and

the Executive Committee of the Trustees.
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Press Work and Manufacture

1. The various periodicals published by the University Press

may be printed, as at present, by various printing establishments.

The Board of Governors will cooperate with the editorial commit-

tees of these periodicals in the placing of printing, determining of

format, an# in all matters affecting the business management of the

periodicals. But all publications of the University, including the

official record, shall be placed under the supervision of the Board

of Governors, in order that a sufficient harmony in form and dig-

nity of press-work may be attained. A study of matters of typo-

graphy and other questions connected with book and periodical

manufacturing, shall be made by the Board or by experts employed

by it, so that our publications shall not have content or informa-

tional values only, but beauty as well. Without any sacrifice in

variety of appearance, much can be done to bring all the publica-

tions of the University to a higher standard of excellence in manu-

facture. For this, such unity of control as is here provided is a

necessity. We should no longer be at the mercy of the typograph-

ical ideas of the printers employed to do our work.

2. Books authorized for publication shall be manufactured by

the best American printers. There is to be no difference between

our books, so far as beauty of manufacture is concerned, and those

of any other standard publisher.

Publicity and Distribution

1. From the maintenance fund placed at the disposal of the

University Press by the Trustees a sum shall be set apart for a

carefully planned advertising campaign. Contracts for space in a

number of American periodicals circulating among the classes of

readers likely to be interested in our publications will give oppor-

tunity not only for the sale of books and periodicals hut also for

calling attention to the work of the University in a way certain to

increase its prestige. As a definitely organized publishing busi-

ness, also, we shall secure greater attention from the journals that

publish reviews of books. At present we get very little advantage

from this form of publicity.

2. Books shall be distributed in two ways : first, by sales directly

from Chapel Hill; second, through agencies established in this
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country and abroad. It should be possible to secure the cooper-

ation of such a publishing house as the Macmillan Company or the

Oxford University Press. By such an arrangement, a supply of

our publications would be kept by the agent, lists of our publica-

tions would be included in the catalogues of the agent, and we
would share in the advertising done by the agent. Such an arrange-

ment is especially necessary for the circulation of our publications

in foreign countries. The Oxford University Press already acts as

English and continental agent for several American University

Presses.

Summary of Values

1. A University Press, well organized and directed, will be able

to systematize the University publishing interests and as a result

will conserve all the values which accrue to an institution from

the issuing of publications.

2. A definite medium of arranging exchanges will be provided.

In case of the Mitchell Journal the exchanges received for the past

thirty-five years far exceed in money value the cost incurred by the

University in its publication.

3. A definite medium of advertising will be established. At

present no consistent plan of advertising is followed. In the case

of the Extension Bulletins and Leaflets the results of fairly con-

sistent advertising are showing themselves in steadily increasing

sales which in 1919 totaled $450. Studies in Philology, without

definite advertising, but on the strength of the contributions to

learning which it is making, is showing not only the possibility of

building up a paid subscription list for a learned journal but also a

steadily increasing demand, through publishing agents, for single

copies.

4. A concrete organization will attract the attention and finan-

cial support of alumni and friends—a thing very difficult to do

under present conditions.

5. A definite channel of advertising and publicity will be

developed. At present no one studies this important subject and

the total effect of our publications is far short of what it should be.

6. The stimulus to the intellectual life of the University and

of the entire South is, in itself, sufficient argument for undertaking

the project.
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CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
This is to certify that we, the "undersigned, do hereby associate

ourselves into a non-stock corporation under and by virtue of the

laws of the State of North Carolina, as contained in Chapter 22 of

the Consolidated Statutes, entitled "Corporations," and the sev-

eral amendments thereto, and to that end do hereby set forth

:

1. The name of this corporation is the University of North

Carolina Press, Incorporated.

2. The location of the principal office of the corporation is at

the University of North Carolina, in the town of Chapel Hill,

County of Orange.

3. The objects for which this corporation is formed are as

follows

:

(a) To publish periodicals devoted to the advancement of

learning and produced at the University of North Carolina by or

under the direction of the faculty of that University.

(b) To publish, so far as may be agreed between the corpor-

ation and the authorities of the University of North Carolina, cata-

logues, bulletins, and other documents pertaining to that University

or to any department thereof.

(c) To promote generally, by publishing deserving books, the

advancement of the arts and sciences, and the development of

literature.

And in order properly to prosecute the objects and purposes

above set forth, the corporation shall have full power and authority

to purchase, lease and otherwise acquire, hold, mortgage, convey

and otherwise dispose of all kinds of property, both real and per-

sonal, both in this state and in all other states, territories and

dependencies of the United States, and generally to perform all

acts which may be deemed to be necessary for the proper and suc-

cessful prosecution of the objects and purposes for which the cor-

poration is created.

4. The corporation is to have no capital stock.
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5. The names and post-office addresses of the incorporators are

as follows

:

Name Post-Office Address

Alfred M. Scales Greensboro, N. C.

Zeb V. Walser Lexington, N. C.

Leslie Weil : Goldsboro, N. C.

Harry W. Chase Chapel Hill, N. C.

William C. Coker Chapel Hill, N. C.

Louis Graves Chapel Hill, N. C.

Edwin Greenlaw Chapel Hill, N. C.

J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton Chapel Hill, N. C.

Lucius P. McGehee Chapel Hill, N. C.

Howard W. Odum Chapel Hill, N. C.

Chester D. Snell Chapel Hill, N. C.

Nathan W. Walker Chapel Hill, N. C.

Louis R. Wilson Chapel Hill, N. C.

6. The period of existence of this corporation is unlimited.

7. The affairs of the corporation are to be directed by a Board

of Governors. The first Board of Governors shall consist of the

incorporators, and vacancies occurring in the Board shall be filled

by a vote of the members thereof. The Board may add new mem-
bers by a vote of the majority thereof.

In Testimony Whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and

affixed our seals, this the 13th day of March, A.D. 1922.

Alfred M. Scales J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton
Zeb V. Walser L. P. McGehee
Leslie Weil Howard W. Odum
H. W. Chase Chester D. Snell

W. C. Coker Nathan W. Walker
Louis Graves Louis R. Wilson
Edwin Greenlaw
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WHAT THE PRESS HAS DONE
A short time after the Press was incorporated L. R. Wilson was

appointed Director by the Board of Governors. In order that the

activities of the Press might immediately be got under way, the

Director provided headquarters for the Press in his office at the

Library.

In his report for 1922-23 the Director summed up what he con-

sidered the immediate objectives of the Press:

(1) It should constantly bring under its review all the various

publishing activities of the University, so that general policies look-

ing to their increased welfare may be inaugurated and prosecuted.

(2) It should give assistance to the editors of the various

journals in placing printing contracts advantageously, in suggest-

ing ways and means of improving the appearance of the respective

publications, and in planning the typographical lay-out and phys-

ical make-up of periodicals and books.

(3) It should systematize the mailing lists of the various pub-

lications and provide a central office for the handling of orders

coming both directly to it and to the different publications and

offices of the University.

(4) It should develop an advertising and sales organization so

that all publications may be properly marketed.

(5) It should secure through reviews, advertising, and other

means the greatest possible amount of constructive publicity for

the scientific and scholarly work of the University.

(6) Through cooperation with the Library, it should establish

exchange relationships with other educational institutions and

learned societies and thereby secure not only a wider distribution

of its own publications but in return the publications of other

institutions and learned societies.

(7) It should provide adequate storage and office space for the

convenient and expeditious handling of the publications issued.

(8) It should set up a system of bookkeeping by means of

which receipts and disbursements, not only for the books, but for

the various publications coming directly under the management of

the Press, may be instantly known.
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The major purpose toward which the Press should work he

stated as follows

:

The major purpose of the Press, if I understand it correctly,

is to give the University standing in the field of publishing com-

mensurate with its standing in the fields of teaching, research, and

extension. To enter the publishing field here in the South, to

develop a great scholarly publishing business similar to those built

up by Harvard and Yale and Chicago in America, and Cambridge

and Oxford in England, can and will bring the University dis-

tinction of the same high character as that brought it by the develop-

ment of its various schools, with the additional advantage that its

scholarly output can be even more widely disseminated throughout

the scholarly world than the graduates of its schools. Through the

publication of books and studies which members of the faculty are

constantly producing and publishing elsewhere, through text books

which it may publish and place in other colleges and universities

of the country, and through its scholarly journals (of which it is

interesting to note that it has more than Yale or Princeton, to

mention two of the large private institutions of the East), it can

give evidence throughout the entire world of its high scholastic

attainments. Conceived of in this manner the establishment of the

Press is an event of the very greatest importance not only to the

University but to the South and Nation, and its steady develop-

ment should instantly command the most serious thought and the

fullest support of the entire University.

Needless to say, all these objectives have not been accomplished,

but since its beginning the organization has constantly worked to-

ward these ends. During the first two years, Dr. Wilson devoted

a large part of his time to the work of the Press. There were on

hand when the Press was first formed several manuscripts which

were available for publication. Plans had to be made for put-

ting these manuscripts into book form, contracts had to be made
with printers, proofs had to be read carefully. Then the com-

pleted book had to be sent to the proper periodicals for review,

advertising campaigns had to be carried out, orders had to be filled,

and financial records had to be kept. It was necessary for the

Director to do some of this work himself ; all of it had to have his
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supervision. Working in this way, during its first three years, from
June 1922 to October 1925, the Press published eighteen books.

From the very first, however, the Press was greatly handicapped

by lack of funds. Desirable changes in methods of handling pub-

lications, methods which would later mean a considerable saving,

could not be made because of immediate lack of funds necessary to

employ personnel. From June 1922 to June 15, 1925, the admin-

istrative work of the Press rested entirely in the hands of Dr. Wil-

son. To that time the Press had published seventeen books, each

of which required careful and painstaking work. At this time it

became necessary to employ an assistant director to plan and watch

the manufacture, advertising and circularizing of the books.

In the early part of May 1926, the Press secured much needed

quarters in Person Hall, which formerly had been occupied in turn

by the Chemical, Medical, and Pharmaceutical departments of the

University. Three rooms, a store room about 22 x 22 and two

offices constitute the physical space occupied at present by the Press.

This change relieved to a slight extent the congested conditions

which existed in the Library, but it gives the Press only about half

the space it will need during the next three or four years.

The University of North Carolina Press is now in an excellent

position to begin to carry out more fully the purpose for which it

was formed. The University faculty is regularly producing schol-

arly works and also providing excellent critical ability. The lists

given at the end of this bulletin show in a definite form the work

done by the organization during its four years of existence. It

should be noted that the periodicals, catalogues, and Extension Pub-

lications have been handled during this time by the various depart-

ments. Under those books already published a few press comments

are included to show how the books have been received by reviewers.

Favorable comments during the year 1925-1926, as in previous years,

appeared in over one hundred and fifty leading home and foreign

journals. Advertisements as well as reviews of the University of

North Carolina Press publications have appeared in local and na-
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tional dailies, weeklies, monthlies, and quarterlies, among which are

The Yale Review, The Saturday Review of Literature, The New
York Times Book Review, The New Republic, The Nation, The

Survey, The Atlantic Monthly, and such specialized publications,

as The American Journal of Sociology, Science, The Publishers'

Trade List Annual, Latest Books, The Publishers' Weekly, The
Library Journal, and The Retail Bookseller.



IV

FINANCES

Funds for the Press have come from five sources : the University,

the incomes on the Weil and McNair lecture funds, the Institute

for Research in Social Science, and individuals. The income of the

Press for use in publishing books during the year July 1, 1924 to

June 30, 1925, was as follows:

Appropriation from the University for overhead, adver-

tising, publication of three series of studies $3,750.00

Institute for Research in Social Science, advance for

publication of studies 2,321.67

Alumni Loyalty Fund 1,000.00

McNair Fund 1,136.35

Weil Fund 400.00

Services of Librarian, serving as Director of Press, and

Secretary; and services of business office of the Uni-

versity, keeping books of the Press, estimated cost to

the University 3,000.00

Each of the funds listed above serves a particular purpose. The

amount shown for the Weil fund is the balance left from the ex-

penses of the Weil lectures; this is spent in financing the publi-

cation of these lectures, which are not always of so popular a

nature that they are self-supporting. The same is true of the

amount shown for the McNair fund, except that this amount was

the balance left for two years and was used to defray the first costs

for publishing the lectures given in these two years. During the

last fiscal year the balance on the Weil lectures amounted to $353.97

;

on the McNair fund, after the payment of the lecture expenses,

there was no balance for publication of the lectures. However, the

lectures were published, and, fortunately, have slightly more than

repaid the cost of publication.

The amount shown as coming from the Alumni Loyalty Fund
was a gift from this organization for helping in the establishment of

the Press. The amount shown as coming from the Institute for Re-

search in Social Science is an advance toward bearing the expense
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of certain publications prepared by members of the Institute. A
certain proportion of the income from sales of the books published

for the Institute has to be returned to this organization. And
lastly, the income from the University is used to pay the overhead

of the Press, and to publish the Studies in Language and Liter-

ature, Studies in Social Science and History, and Studies in

Science.

These funds have not nearly sufficed to finance the publication

of scientific and scholarly works which have been presented to the

Press. From private sources, for the publication of research works

which no one could ever expect to be financially self-sustaining, but

which have been recognized as valuable additions to knowledge,

have come since the founding of the Press in 1922 nearly ten thou-

sand dollars. For the Press to continue and increase its usefulness,

it is necessary that it should have available at all times funds for

the publication of works which will not finance themselves. In

spite of the fact that during the past there has been very little

money available for the publication of research works, it was found

upon a survey recently taken that no less than twenty manuscripts,

each involving years of study and research, prepared by members

of the faculty or other persons connected with the University, were

practically ready for publication. It is certain that the contribu-

tion of funds by individuals within the State would greatly stimu-

late scholarly and scientific interest and insure more work of this

nature here in the University.

In addition to the expenditures cited above, the University,

during the year 1924-25, appropriated $4,800.00 for the publication

of four periodicals, Studies in Philology, The Journal of the Elisha

Mitchell Scientific Society, The High School Journal, and The

North Carolina Law Review. The appropriations for these period-

icals were made directly to the various departments which have to

this time each handled the business management of its own publica-

tion. It is planned, as soon as it becomes advisable, to bring the

business management of these periodicals under the Press. It

should be noted in this connection that one of the foremost socio-

logical journals in the United States, Social Forces, is edited by a

member of the faculty of the University and nominally published

by the University of North Carolina Press ; but none of the expense

of publishing this journal is borne by the University.
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BOOKS PUBLISHED BY THE PRESS

The following list gives the titles and authors, with short de-

scriptions, of the books published by the Press. A few press com-

ments are appended to show how some of them have been received

by critics.

The Scientific Study of Human Society

By Franklin H. Giddings, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Sociology

and the History of Civilization in Columbia University. 5" x
7%". x + 247 pages. Cloth. Postpaid $2.00.

The purpose of this book has been to indicate wherein and to what extent
Sociology is indubitably a scientific study of Human Society, and how it

can be made more rigorously so. To this end, the author has undertaken
to describe strict methods that Sociology can avail itself of, and to point

out precautions and limits which must be observed in the use of each.
<( I consider Giddings' The Scientific Study of Human Society an indis-

pensable book for the beginner in Sociology. It is a clear presentation of
the value of quantitative methods in sociological study. We are expecting

to use it in our classes in the University of Missouri. '
' Professor

Charles A. Ellwood, of the University of Missouri.
'

' Professor Giddings has done a real service to sociology in his recent
book on The Scientific Study of Human Society. It presents to us an
entirely new methodology in the study of sociology. I am using the book
for that reason in my seminary." Professor John L. Gillin of the

University of Wisconsin.
(It is worthy of note that The Scientific Study of Human Society was
included in the list of forty books published in the United States recom-
mended by the American Library Association to the Committee on Intel-

lectual Cooperation of the League of Nations. This boolc and Boscoe
Pound's Law and Morals were in the group of eight social science

volumes.)

Systems of Public Welfare

By Howaed W. Odum, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Sociology and
Director of the School of Public Welfare in the University of

North Carolina, and D. W. Willard, Ph.D., Associate in Re-

search, Lincoln School of Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity. d1/^" x 8". viii + 302 pages. Cloth with gold stamp.

Postpaid $2.00.

This volume is designed to meet the demand for comprehensive informa-
tion concerning the scope, organization, and administration of public wel-

fare in the United States.

Contents: The New Public Welfare—State Systems—Agencies—Typical
State Systems—Functions of Public Welfare Agencies—History and
Development of Public Welfare—Attainable Standards for State Depart-
ments—The County as a Unit—The Municipal System—How it works in

North Carolina; Pennsylvania—The Movement for a Federal Department.
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Law and Morals

By Koscoe Pound, Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the Harvard Law School.

5" x 7%". xviii -J- 140 pages. Second edition. Cloth. Post-

paid $2.00.

A discussion of the evolution of law in relation to morals. The papers

present certain important social interpretations and blaze new trails in the

field of legal literature. Part I. The Historical View. Part II. The
Analytical View. Part III. The Philosophical View.
In any sane study of modern conditions this book presents points of view

which cannot be overlooked. For example, this general proposition which

Dean Pound makes might well be applied to some of our law-making:
' * In general law cannot depart far from ethical custom nor lag far behind

it. For law does not enforce itself. Its machinery must be set in motion

and kept in motion and guided in its motion by individual human beings

;

and there must be something more than the abstract content of the legal

precept to move these human beings to act and to direct their actions.

"

(This volume was also included in the list of forty boolcs published in the

United States recommended by the American Library Association to the

Committee on Intellectual Cooperation of the League of Nations.)

Roads to Social Peace

By Edward Alsworth Ross, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Sociology

in the University of Wisconsin. 5%" x 7%". 133 pages. Cloth.

Postpaid $1.50.

In this volume Professor Koss discusses the methods of promoting social

peace under the following heads: I. The Avoidance of Sectionalism; II.

The Quenching of Sectarian Strife; III. The Promotion of Peace Among
Nationalities; IV. The Mitigation of Class Struggle; V. The Allaying of

Town-Country Conflict.

Professor Boss "does not know how to write a dull paragraph, and he

touches no subject which does not become both more clear and more inter-

esting under his treatment." Christian Century.

"Here is sanity not unmixed with humor. n—New York Evening Post.
* 1 The book is one every thoughtful voter will do well to read and ponder. '

'

Boston Transcript.

"One of the genuine fruits of a gifted understanding and a golden elo-

quence/ ' The Nation.

Children's Interests in Reading

By A. M. Jordan, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology in

the University of North Carolina. 5%" x 8%". Cloth, x -(-

103 pages. Postpaid $1.50. Limp Cloth $1.00.

In this book the author develops practicable methods of determining the

reading interests of children; he gives the results of records collected in

libraries and schools, first published in 1921, now revised and supple-

mented with additional data. This book will be found very useful to those

who are interested in elementary education.
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The Country Newspaper

By M. M. Willey, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology in Dart-
mouth College. 5%" x 8%". Cloth. Postpaid $1.50.

This volume is an attempt to solve the problem of newspaper analysis. It

is one of the first steps in the development of a quantitative methodology
that may in the future be of considerable value to students of social

organization and control. To newspaper editors and community workers
this volume should be of especial interest.

Farm Life Abroad

By E. C. Branson, A.M., Litt.D., Professor of Rural Social Eco-
nomics in the University of North Carolina. 5%" x 7%". x -f-

303 pages. Cloth. Postpaid $2.00.

Thirty-six interesting letters written in 1923-24 full of information de-

picting rural rather than urban life in Denmark, France, and Germany.
"Dr. Branson's excellent book ought to do good everywhere." Herbert
Quick in the New York Saturday Review of Literature.

"A more entertaining and instructive one on things as they are in the

countries visited has rarely been written." Boston Evening Transcript.

"It would be difficult to find a single book more stimulating to the
imagination of anyone interested in the happiness and welfare of our
farm people than this book of Branson's. But it has a far wider appeal.
It possesses considerable value to the student of government or of eco-

nomics, for it deals freely and broadly with the economic and political

philosophy of a highly-successful farm civilization." The Manufacturer's
Record.

Education in the South

By Edgar Wallace Knight, Ph.D., Professor of Education in the

University of North Carolina. 5%" x 8". 32 pages. Cloth.

Postpaid 75 cents.

A brief study of education in the Southern States, with bibliography.

Southern Pioneers

Edited by Howard W. Odum, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Sociology

and Director of the School of Public Welfare in the University

of North Carolina. 5*4" x 221 pages. Cloth. Postpaid
$2.00.

Contents: Woodrow Wilson, Walter Hines Page, Charles Brantley Ay-
cock, Seaman A. Knapp, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, Joel Chandler
Harris, Madeline McDowell Breckinridge, Edward Kidder Graham, Booker
T. Washington.

"From the University of North Carolina Press comes this collection of
biographical sketches, so replete with human interest, and a profound
insight into the problems of our country, so keen and intelligent in its

diagnosis of the disorders that hamper its progress, and so correct in the
intelligent recommendations for betterment that we would gladly see it

introduced in the curriculum of every high school in the land. '
' The

Memphis Commercial Appeal.

"Each of the sketches is well done, and the book as a whole is not only

delightful reading, but thoroughly informative. The University of North
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Carolina Press is rendering a real service in bringing out such books as

this one." The Atlanta Journal.

"I rather think that Dr. Odum's essay, A Southern Promise, and Gerald

W. Johnson's capital study of Woodrow Wilson should be mailed like the

erstwhile congressional seeds, free of charge to every person who resides

south of the Mason and Dixon line. Such true talk on the South and its

present condition, it is not vouchsafed us every day to hear. '
' The Macon

Telegraph.
1

1

The studies included in this collection are designed to show what South-

ern leaders at the dawn of the new epoch have done, 2nd what their suc-

cessors can do, if they will. The book is well worth reading, if you are

interested in the betterment of the South." The New Orleans Times
Picayune.

Some Cycles of Cathay

By William Allen White. 5%" x 8". xiv -f- 96 pages. Cloth.

Postpaid $1.50.

A vivid picture of three cycles in American development and the question

of future progress. Are human movements independent of wars? Is the

God of Battles a minor God? In the great march of humanity, which way
are the new cycles carrying us?
"Mr. White has never written a more stimulating, more carefully thought
out, more deeply felt book than this. '

' The New York Times BooTc Eeview.

The Negro and His Songs

By Howard W. Odum, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology and Director

of the School of Public Welfare in the University of North
Carolina, and Guy B. Johnson, A.M., Institute for Research in

Social Science in the University of North Carolina. 6" x 9".

xii -f- 306 pages. Cloth with gold stamp. Postpaid $3.00.

"The Negro and Bis Songs is excellently written. Its interpretative

comment is thoughtful and interesting; there is evidence not only of care-

ful study but of sympathetic appreciation as well. >} H. B. in the New
York Evening Post.

"It is preparation for the work that the South will presently devote to

its racial problems, a foundation for a sociological structure which can-

not be done elsewhere." Lawrence Stallings, in the New York World.
t(

. . . heartily recommended to all who are even interested superficially

in the subject. To those seriously interested in American folk songs it

should be indispensable." The New Orleans Times Picayune.

Negro Workaday Songs

By Howard W. Odum and Guy B. Johnson. 6" x 9". xii -f 270
pages. Cloth with gold stamp. Postpaid $3.00.

Negro Workaday Songs is the third volume of a series of folk background
studies of which The Negro and His Songs was the first and Folic Beliefs
of the Southern Negro is the second. In this volume, as in the previous
one, the emphasis is primarily social. So far as literary and artistic
values are concerned, the authors leave the songs to tell their own story.
Table of contents: I. Background Eesources in Negro Song and Work.
II. The Blues: Workaday Sorrow Songs. III. Songs of the Lonesome
Boad. IV. Bad Man Ballads and Jamboree. V. Songs of Jail, Chain
Gang, and Policemen. VI. Songs of Construction Camps and Gangs. VII.
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Just Songs to Help with Work. VIII. Man's Song of Woman. IX.
Woman's Song of Man. X. Folk Minstrel Types. XI. Workaday Be-
ligious Songs. XII. The Annals and Blues of Left Wing Gordon. XIII.
John Henry: Epic of the Negro Workingman. XIV. Types of Negro Melo-
dies. XV. Types of Phono-Photographic Records of Negro Singers.

Folk Beliefs of the Southern Negro

By N. N. Puckett, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology in West-
ern Reserve University. 6" x 9". xviii

-f- 644 pages. Nine
half-tone illustrations. Cloth with gold stamp. Postpaid $5.00.
This volume presents a large amount of previously unpublished lore and
contributes material which is indispensable to the student who wishes to

understand the mental background of the Southern Negro. Table of
Contents: I. Practical and Emotional Backgrounds. II. Burial Cus-
toms, Ghosts, and Witches. III. Voodoism and Conjuration. IV. and
V. Positive Control-Signs: Minor Charms and Cures. VI. Negative Con-
trol-Signs: Taboos. VII. Prophetic Signs or Omens. VIII. Christianity
and Superstition: Conclusion.

Religious Certitude in an Age of Science

By Charles Allen Dinsmore, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of the Spir-

itual Interpretation of Religion in the Yale Divinity School.
5" x 7y2 ". viii -f 102 pages. Cloth. Postpaid $1.50.

In this unusually sane statement Dr. Dinsmore maintains that the word
Knowledge belongs to religion as well as to science and that religious

apprehension reaches nearer the heart of its object than scientific know-
ledge ; that the faith upon which our religion is founded is as bold, rational,

and as comprehensive as any scientific generalization; and it can prove its

truth by its effects upon life.

Professor Dinsmore 's book "is as helpful as it is candid and intellectually

sincere." Springfield Republican.

"A book of fine literary finish. The outlook is that of liberalism. Certi-

tude is defended, and treated as vital to religion. But the religion in view
is not that of historical Christianity. None the less, many thoughts
emerge which are both true and beautifully expressed.

'

J The Living
Church.

"In this close, clear reasoning the book is rich, and equally rich in

the wide knowledge and allusions with which its pages abound. It has
been a long, long time since so brief a volume contained so much that

would strengthen the faith of thoughtful men." The Richmond News
Leader.

"Here is a most admirable statement of the certainty of religious knowl-
edge. '

' The Nashville Christian Advocate.

Can a Man Be a Christian To-day?

By William Louis Poteat, LL.D., President Wake Forest College.

5" x 7y2 ". xii + 110 pages. Cloth. Postpaid $1.50.

A clear and forceful presentation of the fundamentals of Christianity,

together with a wholesome refutation of the fanatical attacks upon science.
" There are hundreds of thousands of honest young people who are in

perplexity, and who would like to have an intellectually respectable re-

ligion. They will find illumination in this little book." Scribners

Magazine.
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"Can a Man Be a Christian Today? is not an attempt to reconcile the

mass lore of the Bible with the adjustments scientific research has made
in beliefs. It is, more likely, the most cogent and winning statement ever

made on the religion of a scientist who adheres to the dynamic of Christ's

own conduct. It represents forty years as a profound student and in-

spiring teacher of biology. " The New York World.

"The volume is of small compass, only 110 pages, but is to be reckoned

by the richness of its contents rather than the number of its pages. It

is emphatically a book for such a time as this, if religion and science are

to learn how to work together in such a world as this." The Christian

Evangelist.

Hispanic-American History : A Syllabus

By William Whatley Pierson, Ph.D., Professor of History and
Government in the University of North Carolina. 6" x 9".

viii + 170 pages. Cloth. Postpaid $1.50. Limp cloth $1.25.

This syllabus is designed as a guide to the introductory study of Hispanic-
American history and civilization. It may be used with considerable

advantage over the old method of having every student purchase one text

book. This volume is the only one necessary for the student to purchase;
it serves as an outline for him and guides him to text books and reference

books which should be available in the college library. It presents a
comprehensive outline, limited, of course, by necessary rejection and selec-

tion of works which seemed to the author of more or less importance. The
author has sought to emphasize institutional, social, intellectual, and eco-

nomic aspects.

The Civil War and Readjustment in Kentucky

By Ellis Merton Coulter, Ph.D., Professor of History in the

University of Georgia. 6" x 9". xii -f- 468 pages. Cloth.

Postpaid $3.60.

Here for the first time appears the whole story of how Kentucky got into

the Civil War, how she developed her strange neutrality doctrine before
going in, how upon getting in she immediately became greatly dissatisfied

with her position, and how when the war was over she became more South-
ern in her feelings than even South Carolina. So objectionable did her
actions become to the Federal government that she escaped reconstruction
only by the slightest margin.

Kentucky has more than once played a unique and interesting role in his-

tory, but at no time has she stood out in bolder relief than in the period
covered by this book. Many wholly unexploited sources have been used
for the first time, such as the Official Kecords of the Union and Confeder-
ate Armies and the manuscript collections of the Breckinridges, Joseph
Holt, and J. J. Crittenden.

This book has an added value in that it makes a study of sectionalism in

a border state.

Old Days in Chapel Hill

By Hope Summerell Chamberlain. 6" x 9". xvi -j- 325 pages.

Cloth with gold stamp. Fourteen illustrations. Postpaid $3.50.

Someone once remarked to Governor Vance of North Carolina that Cor-
nelia Phillips Spencer in good sense and strength of character was the
best woman in the state. "Yes," said Governor Vance, "and she's the
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best man too. '
' This book, being the life and letters of Cornelia Phillips

Spencer, is also the story of the University of North Carolina and life in

the South during a large part of the 19th century. It is a clear, delight-

ful picture of a strong, influential personality.

Robert E. Lee: An Interpretation

By Woodrow Wilson. 5" x 7%". 42 pages. Cloth with gold

stamp. Postpaid $1.00.

A remarkable interpretation of Lee and a vivid self-revelation of Wilson.
A book representative of Mr. Wilson's best style and thought.

The Saprolegniaceae, with Notes on Other Water Molds

By William Chambers Coker, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Botany
and Director of the Arboretum in the University of North
Carolina. 8" x 11". 201 pages, 6 half tones, and 57 line plates.

Cloth. Postpaid $10.00.

This book contains descriptions of all known species and direct observa-

tions on and illustrations of all American species of the family Sapro-
legniaceae. Notes are added on related families, as Leptomitacese, Blas-

tocladiacese, and Monoblepharidacese.

The Clavarias of the United States and Canada

By William Chambers Coker, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Botany
and Director of the Arboretum in the University of North
Carolina. 7" x 10". 209 pages, 8 colored plates, 71 half tones,

and 9 line plates of microscopic detail. Cloth. Postpaid $8.00.

This book contains descriptions of all known species of Clavarias, or coral

mushrooms, in the area covered, most of which have been redescribed from
the living condition.

The Theory of Relativity

By Archibald Henderson, Ph.D., J. W. Lasley, Ph.D., and A. W.
Hobbs, Ph.D., Professors in the Department of Mathematics in

the University of North Carolina. 6" x 9". 99 pages and 7

plates. Cloth. Postpaid $2.50.

This volume consists of studies of basic experiments, the special and gen-

eral theories of relativity, and the curvature of manifolds.

A Beginner's Spanish Grammar

By Albert Shapiro, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Spanish in the

University of North Carolina. 5" x 7y2". 263 pages. Cloth.

Postpaid $1.50.

A text for the use of high school and college students.

Analytical Index to the Ballad Entries in the Stationers' Registers

By Hyder E. Kollins, Ph.D., Professor of English in New York
University. 6%" x 9%". 324 pages. Paper $3.00. Cloth.

Postpaid $4.00.

This book covers the period 1557-1709 and is arranged in three separate

indexes: I. The title of every ballad listed at Stationers' Hall, with com-
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plete bibliographical data and an immense amount of collateral informa-
tion. II. An index of first lines. III. An index of all names and subjects

in the entries and notes.

This index to the ballads '
' will instantly take rank amongst the most

important works of bibliographical reference. In a word, it will be in-

dispensable. '
' G. L. KlTTEEDGE.

Argentine Literature. A Bibliography of Literary Criticism, Biog-

raphy, and Literary Controversy

Compiled by Sturgis E. Leavitt, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish in

the University of North Carolina. 6V2" x 9%". 92 pages.

Paper. Postpaid $1.50.

This bibliography is the result of researches carried out in the libraries of

Buenos Aires while the compiler was the holder of a Sheldon Traveling
Fellowship awarded by Harvard University. The material listed includes

histories of Argentine literature, collections of biographies, autobiogra-
phies, and articles of a controversial, critical or biographical nature pub-
lished in books or magazines by Argentines or men closely identified with
the intellectual life of Argentina.
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PERIODICALS PUBLISHED BY THE PRESS

The Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society. Edited by
W. C. Coker, Kenan Professor of Botany. A quarterly journal

of research in all branches of science, now in its fortieth volume.

Annual subscription $3.00. Single copy, $1.00. Canadian post-

age, 16 cents. Foreign postage, 32 cents.

Studies in Philology. Edited by James Finch Royster, Kenan
Professor of English Philology. Published quarterly and de-

voted to research in language and literature, now in its twenty-

third volume. Indexed in International Index. Annual sub-

scription, $4.00. Single copy, $1.25. Foreign postage, 25 cents.

Elizabethan Studies. An annual volume devoted to special articles

on matters concerning the English Renaissance, with complete

bibliographies of current publications. The essays are con-

tributed by leading specialists in this country and abroad, and

represent some of the most noteworthy of recent contributions

to learning in the Renaissance. Eleven volumes have been pub-

lished, and may be ordered separately from Studies in Philology

for purposes of cataloguing under a different classification.

Price, $1.00 each.

Social Forces. Edited by Howard W. Odum, Kenan Professor

of Sociology. A journal devoted to research and practical in-

vestigation, contributions being received from all parts of the

country. Published quarterly in September, December, March,

and June, now in its fifth volume. Annual subscription, $4.00.

Single copy, $1.00. Subscriptions and business communications

should be sent to Williams and Wilkins Co., Baltimore, Md.

Communications for the editors should be addressed to The

Editors, Social Forces, Chapel Hill, N. C.

The James Sprunt Historical Publications. Edited by R. D. W.
Connor, Kenan Professor of History and Government. A semi-

annual publication devoted to monographs on North Carolina

history, now in its eighteenth volume. Subscription price, $2.00.

Single copy, $1.25. A complete list of titles follows

:
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JAMES SPRUNT HISTORICAL MONOGRAPHS
No. 1. Personnel of the Convention of 1861. By John Gilchrist McCormick.

Legislation of the Convention of 1861. By Kemp P. Battle (Out of print).

No. 2. The Congressional Career of Nathaniel Macon. By Edwin Mood Wilson
(Out of print).

No. 3. The Letters of Nathaniel Macon, John Steele, and William Barry Grove,
with Notes. By Kemp P. Battle.

No. 4. Letters and Documents Relating to the Early History of the Lower
Cape Fear, with Introduction and Notes. By Kemp P. Battle.

No. 5. Minutes of the Kehukey Association, with Introduction and Notes. By
Kemp P. Battle.

No. 6. Diary of a Geological Tour by Elisha Mitchell in 1827 and 1828, with
Introduction and Notes. By Kemp P. Battle.

No. 7. William Richardson Davie: A Memoir. By J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton.
Letters of William Richardson Davie, with Notes. By Kemp P. Battle.

No. 8. The Provincial Council and Committees of Safety in North Carolina.
By Bessie Lewis Whitaker.

THE JAMES SPRUNT HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS
Vol. 9, No. 1. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in the Province of

North Carolina. By D. D. Oliver.

Correspondence of John Rust Eaton. Edited by J. G. de Roulhac
Hamilton.

Vol. 9, No. 2. Federalism in North Carolina. By Henry M. Wagstaff.

Letters of William Barry Grove. Edited by Henry M. Wagstaff.

Vol. 10, No. 1. Benjamin Sherwood Hedrick. By J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton.

Vol. 10, No. 2. Bartlett Yancey. By George A. Anderson.

The Political and Professional Career of Bartlett Yancey. By
J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton.

Letters to Bartlett Yancey.

Vol. 11, No. 1. County Government in Colonial North Carolina. By W. C. Guess.

Vol. 11, No. 2. The North Carolina Constitution of 1776, and its Makers. By
Frank Nash.

The German Settlers of Lincoln County and Western North
Carolina. By Joseph R. Nixon.

Vol. 12, No. 1. The Governor, Council, and Assembly in Royal North Carolina.
By C. S. Cooke.

Land Tenure in Proprietary North Carolina. By L. N. Morgan.

Vol. 12, No. 2. The North Carolina Indians. By James Hall Rand.

Vol. 13, No. 1. The Granville District. By E. Merton Coulter.

The North Carolina Colonial Bar. By E. H. Alderman.

Vol. 13, No. 2. The Harrington Letters. Edited by H. M. Wagstaff.

Vol. 14, No. 1. The Harris Letters. Edited by H. M. Wagstaff.

Vol. 14, No. 2. Some Colonial History of Beaufort County. By F. H. Cooper.

Vol. 15, Nos. 1 and 2. Party Politics in North Carolina, 1835-1860. By J. G.
de Roulhac Hamilton.

Vol. 16, No. 1. A Colonial History of Rowan County, North Carolina. By S. J.
Ervin (Out of print).

Vol. 16, No. 2. The Diary of Bartlett Yancey Malone. Edited by Wm. Whatley
Pierson, Jr.

The Provincial Agents of North Carolina. By Samuel James
Ervin, Jr.

Vol. 17, No. 1. The Free Negro in North Carolina. By R. H. Taylor.

Some Colonial History of Craven County, North Carolina. By
Francis H. Cooper.

Vol. 18, Nos. 1 and 2. Slaveholding in North Carolina: An Economic View. By
Rosser Howard Taylor.
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The High School Journal. Edited by N. W. Walker, Professor of

Secondary Education. Published monthly from October to May
in the interest of secondary schools, now in its ninth volume.

Annual subscription, $1.50. Single copy, 25 cents.

The North Carolina Law Review. Edited by Robert Hasley Wet-
tach, Assistant Professor of Law. A journal of research and

information on all matters pertaining to legal practice, with

special reference to North Carolina. Published quarterly, now
in its fifth volume. Annual subscription, $2.00. Single copy,

60 cents.

The University of North Carolina Extension Bulletin. Edited by

C. D. Snell, Director of University Extension. Issued fourteen

times annually for the use of individuals and organizations en-

gaged in extra-mural study. A partial list of titles is given

below.

A Study of Shakespere, by Russell Potter. Price 50c postpaid.
Studies in the Modem English Novel, by George McKie. Price 50c postpaid.
Contemporary American Literature, by Paul Green and Elizabeth Lay Green. Price 50c

postpaid.

Present Day Literature, Good Books of 1923-24, by Cornelia Spencer Love. Price 50c
postpaid.

Good Books of 1924-25, by Cornelia Spencer Love. Price 50c postpaid.

The South in Contemporary Literature, by Addison Hibbard. Price 50c postpaid.

Studies in Southern Literature, by Addison Hibbard. Price 50c postpaid.

A Study Course in American One-Act Plays, by Ethel Theodora Rockwell. Price 50c
postpaid.

Play Production for Amateurs, by F. H. Koch and others. Price 50c postpaid.

Great Composers, 1600-1900, by Paul John Weaver. Price 50c postpaid.

Studies in the Contemporary History of Europe, by Chester P. Higby. Price 50c
postpaid.

Studies in Citizenship for Women, by D. D. Carroll. Price 50c postpaid.

Town Studies, by Harold D. Meyer. Price 50c postpaid.

Attainable Standards in Municipal Programs, prepared by Howard W. Odum. Price 50c
postpaid.

Public Welfare and the Community, compiled by the Bureau of Public Discussion. Price
50c postpaid.

How Farm Tenants Live, by J. A. Dickey and E. 0. Branson. Price 50c postpaid.

The Church and Landless Men, by L. G. Wilson and others. Price 50c postpaid.

The Enforcement of Railroad Labor Board Decisions, Debater's Handbook, prepared by
E. R. Rankin. Price 50c postpaid.

College Education and Professional Opportunity, compiled by Thomas A. Whitener. Price
50c postpaid.

Planning and Furnishing a Home, by Mary Thomas Hobbs. Price 50c postpaid.

How to Enow and Use the Trees, by William Chambers Coker and Enid Matherly.

Price 50c postpaid.

The University News Letter. Edited by E. C. Branson, Kenan

Professor of Rural Social Economics. A weekly single-page

publication containing the results of investigations made in the

field of rural social science and relating particularly to North

Carolina. Free to residents of North Carolina.
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Research in Progress. Edited by Almonte C. Howell, Acting

Dean of the Graduate School. An annual review of research in

progress at the University of North Carolina, published in July.

Free.

Commerce and Industry. Edited by members of the faculty in the

department of economics. A monthly single-page publication

containing articles and news items relating to commercial and

industrial conditions in the South with particular reference to

North Carolina. Free to residents of North Carolina.

Correspondence with regard to the work of the

Press is invited. We shall be glad to place your
name on our mailing list to receive all of our an-

nouncements and circulars, or any particular

types which you may designate as, for instance,

Social Study, Religion, History, Biography, Sci-

ence, Language and Literature, etc. The Univer-

sity of North Carolina Press exists for the prime
purpose of making more effective the scholarly

and cultural work of the University ; with your
cooperation, its usefulness may be greatly in-

creased.




